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were used to train the convolutional neural network

AI Decode Human Brain

model to predict the activity in the brain’s visual
Mr. Jayraj Mahidhariya
Bhagwan Mahavir College of Management
(MCA), Surat
jayraj.mahidhariya18@gmail.com

cortex while the subjects were watching the videos.
Then they used the model to decode fMRI data
from the subjects to reconstruct the videos, even
ones the model had never watched before.

The model was able to accurately decode the
fMRI data into specific image categories.
Actual video images were then presented sideby-side with the computer’s interpretation of
what the person’s brain saw based on fMRI
data.
“For example, a water animal, the moon, a
WASHINGTON: Scientists have developed a new

turtle, a person, a bird in flight,” Wen said. “I

artificial intelligence system that can decode the

think what is a unique aspect of this work is that

human mind, and interpret what a person is seeing

we are doing the decoding nearly in real time,

by

as the subjects are watching the video. We scan

analysing

brain

scans.

the brain every two seconds, and the model
The advance could aid efforts to improve artificial

rebuilds the visual experience as it occurs.”

intelligence (AI) and lead to new insights into brain

The researchers were able to figure out how

function.

certain locations in the brain were associated
Critical to the research is a type of algorithm called

with specific information a person was seeing.

a convolutional neural network, which has been
instrumental

in

enabling

computers

and

smartphones to recognise faces and objects.
The researchers acquired 11.5 hours of fMRI data
from each of three women subjects watching 972
video clips, including those showing people or
animals in action and nature scenes. First, the data

“Neuroscience is trying to map which parts of
the

brain

are

responsible

for

specific

functionality,” Wen said. “This is a landmark
goal of neuroscience. I think what we report in
this paper moves us closer to achieving that
goal. A scene with a car moving in front of a
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building is dissected into pieces of information

is a good strategy to help advance both fields in

by the brain: one location in the brain may

a

represent the car; another location may

accomplished

represent the building. Using our technique,

separately.”

way

that

otherwise
if

we

would

not

approached

be
them

you may visualize the specific information
represented by any brain location, and screen
through all the locations in the brain’s visual
cortex. By doing that, you can see how the
brain divides a visual scene into pieces, and re-

Sentiment Analysis with PySpark
(A.I)

of the visual scene.”

Mr. Suraj Tiwari
Bhagwan Mahavir College of Management
(IMCA), Surat
st143693@gmail.com

The researchers also were able to use models

One of the tools I’m deeply interested but

trained with data from one human subject to

haven’t had many chances to explore is Apache

predict and decode the brain activity of a

Spark. Most of the time, Pandas and Scikit-

different human subject, a process called cross-

Learn is enough to handle the size of data I’m

subject encoding and decoding.

trying to build a model on. But that also means

assembles the pieces into a full understanding

This

finding

demonstrates

is

important

the

potential

it

that I haven’t had a chance to deal with

broad

petabytes of data yet, and I want to be prepared

because
for

applications of such models to study brain
function, even for people with visual deficits.

for the case I’m faced with a real big-data.
I have tried some basic data manipulation with

“We think we are entering a new era of

PySpark before, but only to a very basic level.

machine intelligence and neuroscience where

I want to learn more and be more comfortable

research is focusing on the intersection of these

in using PySpark. This post is my endeavour to

two important fields,” Liu said. “Our mission

have a better understanding of PySpark.

in general is to advance artificial intelligence
using brain-inspired concepts.
In turn, we want to use artificial intelligence to
help us understand the brain. So, we think this

Python is great for data science modelling,
thanks to its numerous modules and packages
that help achieve data science goals. But what
if the data you are dealing with cannot be fit
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into a single machine? Maybe you can

comprehensive introduction from the original

implement careful sampling to do your analysis

post.

on a single machine, but with distributed
computing framework like PySpark, you can
efficiently implement the task for large

And there’s also an informative post on
Databricks comparing different data structures
of Apache Spark: “A Tale of Three Apache

datasets.

Spark
Spark

API

is

available

in

multiple

APIs:

RDDs,

DataFrames,

and

Datasets”.

programming languages (Scala, Java, Python
and R). There are debates about how Spark
performance varies depending on which
language you run it on, but since the main
language I have been using is Python, I will
focus on PySpark without going into too much
detail of what language should I choose for
Apache Spark.
Spark has three different data structures
available through its APIs: RDD, Dataframe
(this is different from Pandas data frame),
Dataset. For this post, I will work with
Dataframe, and the corresponding machine
learning library SparkML. I first decided on the
data structure I would like to use based on the
advice from the post in Analytics Vidhya.
“Dataframe is much faster than RDD because

Then I figured out that I need to use SparkML
instead SparkMLLib if I want to deal with
Dataframe. SparkMLLib is used with RDD,
while SparkML supports Dataframe.
One more thing to note is that I will work in
local mode with my laptop. The local mode is
often used for prototyping, development,
debugging, and testing. However, as Spark’s
local mode is fully compatible with the cluster
mode, codes written locally can be run on a
cluster with just a few additional steps.
In order to use PySpark in Jupyter Notebook,
you should either configure PySpark driver or
use a package called Find spark to make a
Spark Context available in your Jupyter
Notebook. You can easily install Find spark by

it has metadata (some information about data)

“pip install find spark” on your command line.

associated with it, which allows Spark to

Let’s first load some of the basic dependencies

optimize query plan.” You can find a

we need.
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*In addition to short code blocks I will attach,

tweets during the process of my previous

you can find the link for the whole Jupyter

project, I will use pre-cleaned tweets. If you

Notebook at the end of this post.

want to know more in detail about the cleaning
process I took, you can check my previous post:

import findspark
findspark.init()
import pyspark as ps

“Another Twitter sentiment analysis with
Python-Part 2” .

import warnings

df = sqlContext.read.format

from pyspark.sql import SQLContext

('com.databricks.spark.csv').options(header='true'

First step in any Apache programming is to
create a SparkContext. SparkContext is needed
when we want to execute operations in a

, inferschema='true').load('projectcapstone/Twitter_sentiment_analysis/clean_tweet.
csv')
type(df)

cluster. SparkContext tells Spark how and

df.show(5)

where to access a cluster. It is first step to

df = df.dropna()

connect with Apache Cluster.

df.count()

try:

After successfully loading the data as Spark

# create SparkContext on all CPUs available:
in my case I have 4 CPUs on my laptop
sc = ps.SparkContext('local[4]')
sqlContext = SQLContext(sc)
print("Just created a SparkContext")
except ValueError:
warnings.warn("SparkContext already exists in
this scope")

Dataframe, we can take a peek at the data by
calling .show(),

which

is

equivalent

Pandas .head(). After dropping NA, we have a
bit less than 1.6 million Tweets. I will split this
into three parts; training, validation, test. Since
I have around 1.6 million entries, 1% each for
validation and test set will be enough to test the
models.

The dataset I’ll use for this post is annotated
Tweets from “Sentiment140”. It originated
from a Stanford research project, and I used this
dataset for my previous series of Twitter
sentiment analysis. Since I already cleaned the

to

(train_set, val_set, test_set) =
df.randomSplit([0.98, 0.01, 0.01], seed = 2000)
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WHAT

IS

FACE

match based on numerous points on an
individual’s face. While the human eye is

RECOGNITION?

easily fooled by facial hair, hats or other

Dhaval Shah
Asst. Professor
Bhagwan Mahavir College of Management
(MCA), Surat
dhavalshah111288@gmail.com

factors, facial recognition technology is far
more accurate in seeing matches. This
technology is therefore frequently used for
security and surveillance purposes (e.g. helping

biometric

retail stores identify known criminals and

technology that attempts to establish an

airports identify individuals on terrorist

individual’s identity. Also known as facial

watchlists).

Face

recognition

describes

a

recognition or face detection, the process
works using a computer application that
captures a digital image of an individual’s face
(sometimes taken from a video frame) and
compares it to images in a database of stored

face

recognition

systems

aren’t

always100% accurate, they do an excellent job
of predicting how likely it is that an individual
matches with someone in the database.
Accuracy is one of the most important factors

records.
HOW

While

in determining a facial recognition system’s
FACIAL

RECOGNITION

success. And therefore, successful facial
recognition systems must offer a high degree of

TECHNOLOGY WORKS

accuracy in their predictions.
FACE RECOGNITION MYTHS
Face recognition is one of the most powerful
security technologies available, but it’s often
misunderstood. Some picture face recognition
as a catch-all technology that is detrimental to
Face recognition uses biometrics to verify identity.

privacy, conjuring to mind Big Brother in
an

George Orwell’s 1984. There was even news

algorithm that can predict whether there’s a

reported recently that half of the U.S.

Facial

recognition

systems

employ
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population is in a facial recognition database

variety of ways that face recognition is

available to law enforcement. But according to

currently being used. Here are some of the most

Lloyd Muenzer, a law enforcement technology

prevalent face recognition applications.

expert who helps local and federal law
enforcement agencies use face recognition, this
statistic is wildly exaggerated. Muenzer works
at the Automated Regional Justice Information
System (ARJIS) in San Diego county, where he
maintains a larger face recognition watchlist
than most counties. However, he estimates that
only a little more than 13% of his county’s
inhabitants are enrolled in the system.

technology, in its report regarding the
use

of

facial

Facial

recognition

is

often

static surveillance cameras.

used

with

Cameras

are

typically optimized for angle and lighting
conditions in order to capture the best possible
image of an individual’s face. After an image is
captured, the person’s face is then matched
against a database of images and it is

While privacy is a concern with any biometric

commercial

Biometric Surveillance

recognition

technology, the Government Accountability
Office (GAO) noted that facial recognition
technology is actually less intrusive than
traditional video surveillance, in that facial
recognition technology only captures biometric
information. In fact, face recognition actually
prevents profiling by race, age, gender and

determined if that individual potentially
matches someone that should be watched. One
example is if a person walks into a retail outlet
and his face matches that of a known organized
retail criminal. Loss prevention professionals
could proactively monitor that person. Whereas
normal surveillance cameras are only reactive
(offering information after crimes occur), facial
recognition empowers the loss prevention
teams to deter crime. Facial recognition is
currently being used for surveillance purposes

national origin.

at retail stores, banks, casinos, sports arenas
FACE RECOGNITION APPLICATIONS
As

consumer

and enterprise

face

recognition solutions proliferate, there are a

and more.
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How to Connect to MySQL

MySQL database and retrieve data from
tables.

Database from Python
Tanvi Mittal
Asst. Professor
Bhagwan Mahavir College of Management
(MCA), Surat
Tanvi.mittal@bmefcolleges.edu.in

1. Install MySQL connector
Mysql-connector-python library is available
for all flavors of Linux including CentOS,
Debian, Ubuntu, RedHat. It is also available

From a Python program, you can connect to

for Windows.

MySQL database to access the tables and
manipulate your data.

2. Verify Python MySQL Library is
Installed

For this, you should use one of the Python
MySQL Libraries. While there are few of

In the following example, this server has

these libraries available, the most popular and

Python 2.7.5 version installed.

stable is mysql-connector-python library.
If you are completely new to Python, try
The mysql-connector-python library uses

this Python Hello World Example Program.

APIs that are complaint with the Python

Next, use get_python_lib function to get the

Database API Specification v2.0 (PEP 249).

directory location where all the Python

Also, this library by itself is written in python

libraries will be installed. Before you can use

program and does not have any other external

the get_python_lib function, you should also

dependencies, which makes it easier to

import that function

maintain.
3. Validate Python MySQL Library Load
This tutorial explains how to install mysqlconnector-python

library.

We’ve

also

provided a sample python program that
shows how to use the API to connect to a

Next, let us make sure the mysql library that
we installed is valid, and we are able to
import it without any issue. If the following
import mysql.connector doesn’t return any
error message, then it means that python is
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now able access the mysql connector library

5. Retrieve MySQL Table Records From

and import it without any issues. From this

Python Script

point on-awards, you can start using any
MySQL python library commands and get it
going.

The following example expands the above
python program. In this python script
example, it will connect to “thegeekstuff”
MySQL database, and retrieve data from

4. Connect to MySQL Database from

employee table, and display it.

Python Program
Next, let us write a quick small sample
python program that will connect to a specific

In the above example python program:


MySQL database using an user name and
password.

mysql connector python library.


“conn” variable.


mysql.connector”

–

Using the

will be stored in the “cur” variable.

will return a connection object, which we are

should first import the library using “import

conn.cursor()

manipulate our query. The cursor object

connection as shown below. This function

call any of the mysql library functions, we

=

are creating a new cursor to retrieve and

this

storing in the “conn” variable. Before we can

cur

connection object that we just created, we

Mysql.connector.connect is a mysql-python
create

–

connection object, which is stored in the

on the localhost (127.0.0.1), with the given

will

mysql.connector.connect

password and host. This returns a

database called “thegeekstuff” that is running

that

=

using the given db name, username,

program will try to connect to a MySQL

library function

conn

Connects to a specific MySQL datbase

In the following example, this python

username and password.

import mysql.connector – Imports the



query = (“SELECT … ) – Here we are
definting our MySQL query. In this
example, we are simply selecting all
records from employee table. If you want
to use different variation of select
command, this will be helpful: 25
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Essential MySQL Select Command

columns, there are 4 variables defined

Examples

inside the for loop. I.e id, name, dept and

cur.execute(query) – Using the “cur”

salary.

cursor variable that we created above, we





print(“…”.format())

–

This

print

are executing the given query. Since the

command is getting called inside the for

cursor is already tied to a specific

loop, which simply prints the value of the

connection, it knows exactly where to

given variables, which are the column

execute the SQL query and get the

values retrieved for a particular row on

output.

the employee table.

for (…) in cur – This command just loops



cur.close and conn.close – Finally, after

through the cursor and gets all the values

the for loop execution is over, we are

in the rows and stores them in the given

simply closing the cursor and the

parameter. Since this table has 4

connection that we created earlier.
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Seminar on Carrier Development and Placement

On the date13-4-2018 seminar conducted on carrier development and placement
which encourage student to develop some extra skill beyond the study that is skill
development. She also encourage student for industrial training and find area of
interest by aptitude test. The interesting part is student mime on 3idiots movie scene.
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